
There are 3 apples.

There are 9

There are 3

4cm

16cm
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LO: I can solve scaling problems using my times tables knowledge.

strawberries.

times as many strawberries as apples.

The spotty ribbon measures

The plain ribbon measures

The plain ribbon is
times as long as the spotty ribbon.



If you are working in Teams, drag the pictures of the
statements and put them next to the Bar Model that
they match with.

There are 5 times as many boys as girls.

12

For the Bar Model that has no statement, write or type your own matching statement next to it.



On the thick black line you need to write the colour
that matches with each part of the Bar Model.

In each of the black boxes next to the colours you need to fill
 in the missing number to complete the bar model.

b)
m long.

I would recommend you do this on a piece 
of paper. You can attach a photo of your Bar 
Model drawing with this spreadsheet when you
submit the assignment.

30 bananas.Esther has got

Red

Blue

8m

8m 8m 8m 8m 8m

40The blue rope is 
How long is the blue rope?

Something like this



45 is 9

9 x 5 = 45

5 is 9

45 ÷ 5 = 9
I would start by finding out how much Dexter has-

look for the number that is 9 times bigger than

any other number- 270 is 9 times bigger than 30.

So we know that Dexter has 270g (Scale B) and 

that Alex has 30g (Scale D).

Know that we know what Alex has, we can work

out how much Tommy has- 30 x 4 = 120.

So Tommy has Scale C.

That just leaves 60g and 180g and from the two

children left, we are told one has 3 times as much

as the other. 180 is 3 times bigger than 60, so Annie must

have 180g (Scale A) and Eva has 60g (Scale E).

And we can check that Tommy has twice as much as Eva,

which the clues tells us and he does- 60 x 2 = 120.

Alex Eva Dexter Annie Tommy

Scales D E B A C

times greater than 5.

times smaller than 45.



The bar model shows that there are twice as many apples as pears. Below there are 4 pears and 8 apples.

True or False?

TRUE


